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Communicated by A. Cohen 
In the simultaneous estimation of means from independent Poisson distributions, 
an estimator is developed which incorporates a prior mean and variance for each 
Poisson mean estimated. This estimator possesses substantially smaller risk than 
the usual estimator in a region of the parameter space and seems superior to other 
estimators proposed to estimate p Poisson means. It is indicated through two 
asymptotic results that, unlike the conjugate Bayes estimator, the risk of the 
estimator does not greatly exceed the risk of the usual estimator outside of the 
region of risk improvement. 
1 .INTR~DUCTION 
In this paper the simultaneous estimation of means from independent 
Poisson distributions is considered. Assume X, ,..., X,, are independent and Xi 
is distributed Poisson with mean &, i = l,..., p. It is desired to estimate 
A = (A i ,..., 1,) using an estimator 6 = (6, ,..., ~5,). The loss L,(&L) = 
JJ’=, (Si - &)2 will usually be considered. Letting X = (Xi ,..., X,), the usual 
estimator of A is S”(X) =X, which is the maximum likelihood estimator 
(MLE) and the minimum variance unbiased estimator. 
It is well known that the MLE is inadmissible in estimating a multivariate 
normal mean (of dimension at least 3) under squared error loss. Similarly, in 
the Poisson estimation problem, Peng (1979) and Hudson (1978) each 
showed 6’ is inadmissible (under loss L,) for p > 3. Peng’s estimator, shown 
to possess uniformly smaller risk than do, is defined componentwise as 
d;(jq=x,- (pANi-2’t bxi, i= l,..., p, 
where Nk= number of {X,:X,= k}, bX,= z:,j-‘, S = CfEI bi,, and 
(a), = max{O, a}. The estimators proposed by Hudson and Peng shrink X 
towards the origin and therefore show most of their risk improvement over 6’ 
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near the origin. Tsui (1978) extended Peng’s and Hudson’s results by finding 
an estimator which uniformly improves upon 6’ and shrinks X towards a 
positive integer K. His estimator is defined componentwise as 
S;(x) = x, _ (p - cf=o Nn - 2)+ I S” 
b; 
i 
, i = l,..., p, 
where bti is a term depending on K and S* = CT=i b,*f. 
Using the loss function L,(6, A) = E=, A;‘(s, - Ai)*, Clevenson and 
Zidek (1975) developed an estimator with uniformly smaller risk than 6’ for 
p > 2. Their estimator is defined componentwise as 
SF(X) = 1 - 
( 
YSP-1 
-y~x~+~+~- 1 xiv ) ‘= ‘YELPS 
where 1 < y < p - 1. Note that, like 6’, 6’ shrinks X towards the origin. If 
y > 1, they showed that 6’ is Bayes with respect to some proper prior and 
admissible. Ghosh and Parsian (1980) generalized Clevenson and Zidek’s 
result by obtaining a larger class of proper Bayes estimators dominating 6’ 
for p > 3. Recently, Tsui (1980) constructed a class of estimators with 
uniformly smaller risk than 6’ using the more general loss function 
L‘j(6, A) = JJfEI cik;l(di - Ai)2, where ci > 0, i = l,..., p. 
Our aim is to find the most appropriate alternative to 6’ in the 
simultaneous estimation of p Poisson means. The estimator 6’ is minimax 
under loss L,, so we cannot expect to find an estimator which substantially 
improves upon it (with respect to risk) over the entire parameter space. Most 
alternative estimators, such as those described above, shrink X towards a 
point and show substantial improvement only in a region about that point. 
Therefore if a user wants to find a good alternative to 6’, he should be able 
to specify the region in which he would like the substantial improvement to 
occur. In other words, the input of prior information seems necessary in the 
development of good alternative estimators. This rationale for inputting prior 
information in improved estimators is discussed in detail in Berger (1980). 
In Section 2, an alternative estimator to 6’ is developed which incor- 
porates a prior mean pi and a prior variance ~,/3~ for the component A,, 
i= 1 ,...,p. This estimator is defined componentwise as 
SF(X) =Pi + (1 - C*(x)/@i + l))(xi -Pi), i = l,..., p, 
where 
c*(x) = m1n ' I 
cj"= 1 xj/Vj + l> 
” z= 1 Xj/@j + 1)2 + cj”=l ((Xj-fij)/Ca, + 1))2 I 
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In Section 3, 6* is shown to be a very attractive alternative to 6’ when 
prior information is available. Unlike the estimators 6p, dT, and 6’, 6* 
appears to simultaneously incorporate prior information and improve 
significantly over 6’ in a region of the parameter space. Also, in two 
asymptotic results, 6* is shown to be a preferable estimator to the conjugate 
Bayes estimator when the prior information has been misspecified and the 
true parameter value lies far from the prior mean. Although 6* does not 
possess uniformly smaller risk than do, it is shown that the risk of 6* does 
not greatly exceed the risk of 6’ outside of the improvement region. 
In Section 4, we discuss how to use the estimator 6*. In particular, we 
discuss how to obtain the set of prior parameters {(D~,/~J, i = l,..., p}. 
Section 5 illustrates the use of 6* in an example of estimating the mean 
numbers of fires during different days of the week simultaneously in New 
York City. 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ESTIMATOR 
To develop an estimator which possesses substantially smaller risk than 6’ 
in a region of the parameter space, first consider the Bayes estimator of il 
using the conjugate prior. Assume a priori that A, ,..., A,, are independent with 
1,. having the gamma distribution with parameters ai and Pr. That is, assume 
L i ,..., I, have the prior density 
Under loss L, , the Bayes estimator of li is 
&VI= 
Cxi + ailPi 
p +1 
i 
=aiPi+ (1-b) Vi-atPi>. 
Note that 87 shrinks the observation Xi towards the prior mean aJi. An 
estimator is desired which shrinks towards the prior mean like SE, but 
restricts the amount of shrinkage when the observations appear to contradict 
the prior information. An estimator with this property should intuitively have 
smaller risk than the risk of 6’ in a particular region of the parameter space, 
and risk not much larger than the risk of 6’ outside of the region. We, 
therefore, consider estimators of the form 
&(X) =pi + ( 8) (Xi-Pi), 1 - i= L..., p, 
where ,u; = aiPi and c(X) is a function of X, ,..., Xp. 
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To find an appropriate c(X), an argument similar to one in Hudson (1974) 
is used. If c(X) is temporarily assumed to be a constant c, the risk of 8 under 
loss L, can be evaluated to be 
R(S,/l)= + l- iy, ( &)l”‘+cz $I (H)‘. 
Minimizing the above expression with respect to c shows that the optimal c 
is 
CP= 1 ni/(Pi + l> 
” = Cp=I ni/Vi + I>’ + CT=l((ni-Pi)/CBi + 1))2’ 
Although c’ is a function of the unknown parameters A, ,..., A,, Izi can be 
estimated by its MLEXi, obtaining the estimator 
6i(X)=,LLi + 1 -- 
( 
1 
Pi+ l 
z=l xj/Ga, + ‘1 
’ Cp= 1 Xj/da, + 1)2 + CT= 1 (txj -P.iui)I@j + ’ 1)’ ) 
X (xi -iuih i = l,..., p. 
Using this method, Hudson derives an estimator similar to 6’ with 
pl=...=pp=O and pl=...=pp. The estimator discussed here is an 
extension of Hudson’s estimator, in that it permits a different prior mean and 
variance input for each of the p Poisson parameters estimated. 
Finally, since we would like our estimator to act like a Bayes estimator in 
a particular region of the parameter space, it is natural to restrict the 
shrinkage of Xi towards ,q to the amount that 6B shrinks Xi. The estimator 
6’ is then modified to the recommended estimator 6*. 
Consider the behavior of 6” where the prior information has been 
misspecified. In this case at least one observation X, is likely to be far from 
its prior mean pi and c$‘= 1 ((Xi - /Jj)/@j + I))2 will tend to be large. In this 
case, ST(X) z X,, SO the estimator is in fact ignoring the wrong prior infor- 
mation. This behavior indicates that 6* should not have a much larger risk 
than 6’ outside the region of improvement. 
3. EVALUATION 
3.1. Incorporation of Prior Information 
Prior beliefs concerning the set {&,..., &} may be expressed through the 
parameters ,u = @I ,..., lu,) and /I = (J, ,..., /I,,). In the conjugate Bayesian 
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estimation model described earlier, pelt and ptpi are respectively the mean and 
variance of the prior distribution of A,. Thus larger values of pi reflect a 
flatter and less informative prior distribution. 
In the figures that are to be presented, we show that 6” has a significantly 
smaller risk than 6’ in a region about P and has a risk not much larger than 
6’ elsewhere. Since the risks of 6*, 6p, and 6’ are not expressible in closed 
form, all of the risks are found numerically using a computer and the values 
found have a standard error of approximately 5%. 
To compare 6* with do, it is convenient to consider the proportional risk 
of 6*, defined by 
Figure 1 presents a graph for p = 2 showing contours of constant values of 
proportional risk. Here the prior parameters C,U, , /I,) = (,u*, &) = (4,O) are 
used. Keeping in mind that a proportional risk of less than 1 signifies 
improvement of 6* over 6’, one sees that the region of improvement is quite 
large. From examining 6* in (l.l), one sees that, by selecting p, = /3, = 0, X 
is shrunk as far as possible (for our estimators) towards the prior mean 
(4,4). If positive values of /I, and /3* were used instead in 6* the proportional 
risk would increase near the prior mean and the size of the total 
improvement region would increase. In this example, the proportional risk of 
1 2 4 6 
FIG. 1. p = 2. Contours of constant values of proportional risk of 6*. Prior information: 
C.UiT BJ = (49 O), i = 1,2. 
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FIG. 2. p = 3. Prior information: pi = pi = 0 for all i. Loss L,. Risks of (1) 6’, (2) 6’, 
y = 1, (3) 6’, y = 2, and (4) 6* along line A, = L, = A, = 7. 
6” outside the outer contour of 1 appears to be bounded above by 1.1, while 
for small ()Li, A,) beyond the inside contour of 1, the proportional risk 
appears to be bounded by lim,,,++, R(6*, n)/Cf,, pi = 1.27. 
Let us next compare 6* with two of the previously proposed estimators, 6p 
and 6’. Consider the case p = 3 and since both Peng’s and Clevenson and 
Zidek’s estimators were designed to shrink X towards the origin, we initially 
set (&.,/Ii) = (0,O) for each component of 6*. Figure 2 compares the risk 
functions of 6’ with y = 1, 6’ with y = p - 1 = 2, and 8’ and 6* along the 
diagonal line A, = A2 = A, for the loss L,. (This is the loss for which 6’ was 
designed.) In this example, the two versions of Sz and 6* appear to be 
roughly equivalent in terms of risk. One also notes that 8’ only improves 
marginally on do-it does not shrink X significantly towards the origin. In 
Albert (1979) a similar risk comparison is made between 6’ and 6*. In the 
example considered, dT, like 8’ only offers marginal risk improvement over 
6’ near the prior mean, and 6* has a substantially smaller risk than dT near 
P. 
It is important to note that the estimators of Peng and Clevenson and 
Zidek have the disadvantage of not being able to accept arbitrary prior 
means. Tsui’s estimator does shrink towards an arbitrary prior mean, but it 
is not able to improve substantially upon @ in the prior region. The 
estimator 6* is able to accept different prior means, and although it does not 
improve upon 6’ uniformly, it does improve upon 6’ significantly in a prior 
region. 
3.2. Behavior of the Estimator for Large I 
We now begin the investigation of the risk function of 6* outside of the 
region where 6* shows significant improvement over 6’. The first situation 
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that will be considered is that in which ,l i,...,& are large and far outside of 
the improvement region. It is intuitively clear that 6*, like the conjugate 
Bayes estimator 6B, shrinks towards a prior mean and should show risk 
improvement over 6’ about that point. But many standard Bayes estimators 
(like P) exhibit a very large risk relative to the MLE far away from the prior 
mean, and, therefore, the risk of 6” in this region is of interest. In Theorem 1, 
we consider the case in which the prior means p, ,..., ,u~ are fixed and A, ,..., ,?, 
go to infinity along the line described by Izi = kit, i = l,..., p. The asymptotic 
risk improvement (which could be negative) of 6* over 6’ is then given. 
THEOREM 1. Let A, = kiq, ki > 0, i= l,..., p. Then the asymptotic 
improvement in risk of 6* over 6’ as v --+ a~ is 
z = hi [R(6°, n> - R(d*, A)] 
= Ej’=l kj/Vj + 1>1’ _ 4 cj”= 1 kj/@j + 1) cj”= 1 (kj/cC, + 1 >I” C$‘=1( ,lCg, ))’ Dl,j’=~ (kj/(pi + l))*l’ + 2. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Consider the asymptotic risk improvement of 6* over 6’ given in 
Theorem 1. The risk improvement has been shown to be of the order of a 
constant for large A I ,..., L,, while the risk of 6’ is ,F-$‘=, S. Thus the risk 
improvement is insignificant compared to the risk of 6’ for large A1 ,..., A,. 
Note next that when k,/(P, + 1) = . . . = kJG0, + l), it can be calculated that 
Z= p - 2. Thus when many means are estimated simultaneously, 6* can 
display smaller risk than 6’ even for 1 far from the prior mean. 
In this asymptotic setting, it is of interest to investigate how poorly 6* can 
perform relative to 6’. Let bi = kJ(J?[ + 1) for i = l,..., p and note without 
loss of generality that one can take CT=1 Z$ = 1. Then the asymptotic 
improvement in risk is 
z=-4fbj5bj+ tbj ‘+2>-4+bj+ cbj ‘+2, 
j=l j=l ( ) /=l ,ti ( 1 j=l 
the last step following from the fact that CP=t b/’ = 1 implies that 
z= I bj < 1. Now the last expression is a quadratic in C$‘= I bj and achieves 
a minimum value of -2 at ,FJi bj = 2. Thus Z > -2, meaning that 6* 
cannot lose more than two units of risk asymptotically compared to 6’. 
Through computer simulation studies, it appears that 6* will do worst 
asymptotically along lines very close to the edges of the parameter space. 
Along these lines, all but one of jli,..., 5 are close to zero, and 6* is 
performing much like a one dimensional estimator. 
Let us compare the risk of 6* with the risk of 6B in this situation. The risk 
of SB can be calculated to be 
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Observe that the dominant term in R(P,IZ) for large 3, is 
IIT= 1 (CAi - Pi>l@i + l >I’, which increases quadratically as a function of Ai, 
while R(6’, L) = Cy= 1 jli increases linearly as a function of pi. Hence outside 
of a particular “prior region” of the parameter space about the prior mean, 
6’ will possess a substantially larger risk than do, and the risk decrement 
becomes more severe as the distance from the prior mean increases. 
Therefore 6* is a “safer” estimator to use than 68 when parameter values far 
from the prior mean are likely. 
3.3. Behavior of the Estimator for Large Prior Means 
A second situation of interest is the effect of large prior means on the risk 
behavior of 6*. We are primarily interested in evaluating how poorly 6* can 
perform (in terms of risk) relative to 6’ outside of the improvement region. 
Consider the proportional improvement in risk of 6* over do, defined by 
p* = R(dO, /I) - R(6*, A) 
R(dO, A) . 
It is argued in Albert (1979) that p* appears to be minimized when the prior 
parameters p, ,..., /I, are all selected equal to zero and the parameter L lies 
within a few standard deviations of the prior mean p. 
Therefore in the case where the prior means are going to infinity, let 
1 i ,..., A, also go to infinity such that pi - Izi = O(Jf”). Theorem 2 gives the 
asymptotic value of p* in this limiting situation, when 1, ,..., A, increase to 
infinity along a line from the origin. 
THEOREM 2. Let 
Sfp)=&- 
Cxi -  Pi> lf$= 1 xj 
z-&,x, t ,&I (X,-P,)’ ’ 
i = l,..., p. 
Let Ai = k,v, i = l,..., p, where x7= 1 k, = 1. Let 8, = Izi - pu,, and assume 
lim,+, or u2=q, i= 1 ,..., p. Then asymptotically, as rt + CO 
lim R(dO, 1) -R@*, A> 
Rta*, A) 
2 
HI , (3.1) 
where Wi - N(Bf, ki), i = l,,.., p, and W, ,..., W, are independent. 
ProoJ See Appendix. 
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In applying this theorem, it is useful to consider the normal estimation 
problem where W, ,..., W, are independent with Wi - N(8:, k,), i = I,..., p, 
and the vector (or,..., p 8*) is to be estimated. Consider the Stein-type 
estimator 
where W = (W, ,..., W,), and assume $ is to be compared with the estimator 
6’(w) = W using the loss Cy=, (Si - ST)‘. The right-hand side of (3.1) is the 
risk improvement of 6upon 6’. Thus in this asymptotic situation, the propor- 
tional improvement of the Poisson estimator 6* is equivalent to the 
improvement of the normal estimator 6. 
To find the maximum risk decrement of 6 (or equivalently the maximum 
proportional risk decrement of S*), Albert (1979) shows heuristically that 
the risk decrement is maximized when p = 1. In this case, (3.1) is the 
improvement of the one dimensional estimator 
m?= (l-&p) w 
over the estimator 6’(w) = W in the situation where W - N(e*, 1). Through 
numerical work, we found that 
mOax [R(& e*) - R(6O, e*)] = 0.27. 
Relating this to the Poisson estimation problem, this indicates that 
asymptotically, under the conditions of Theorem 2, the decrement in risk of 
6” can be no larger than 27% of the risk of 6’ for all values ofp. 
In this same asymptotic large mean situation, one can easily calculate the 
proportional risk improvement of 6’ to be 
This proportional improvement clearly is monotonically decreasing away 
from the point (0: ,..., q) = (0 ,..., 0). Thus 6B again can possess a much 
larger risk than 6’ away from the prior mean, and therefore 6B is much more 
sensitive than S* to parameter values outside of the improvement region. 
4. USING THE ESTIMATOR 
For each Poisson mean estimated, one inputs two prior parameters, & and 
pi. The simplest way to obtain these parameters is to guess at a mean and 
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variance for each coordinate of A. Since the prior mean and variance of Ai 
are p’i and ,u,pi, respectively, these guesses can be used to obtain pr and pi. 
Unfortunately, although it may be easy to guess at a prior mean, a prior 
variance is harder to determine. Subtle characteristics of the prior 
distribution such as the tail may greatly influence the variance, and it is 
uncommon to have prior information concerning the tail. 
It is often easier, therefore, to specify fractiles of the prior distribution of 
Ai, or to assign probabilities to particular areas of the parameter space. 
These assigned probabilities can lead to values of bi and pi. For example, if 
the prior distribution of Izi can be thought to be approximately normal in the 
central region, then pi and pi can be calculated from the endpoints of an 
interval which is thought to contain a specific proportion of the prior 
distribution. If (a, b) is thought to be the interval which contains the middle 
50% of the distribution of &, then by solving the equations 
u = pi - 0.675(,~~&)~‘*, 
b =iui + 0.67501iBi)l”r 
one can obtain pi and pi. Note that prior knowledge of a specific form of the 
prior density or knowledge of the tails of the distribution are not necessary in 
using 6*. 
A second method of obtaining the parameters ,u, and /Ii is to estimate them 
from past observations. Let Yi, ,..., Yi,,, be past independent observations, 
with Yij distributed Poisson with mean A,, j = l,..., m. Assume it is thought 
that II,, j = l,..., m, are from a common prior distribution with mean ,ui and 
variance pi/Ii. Then marginally, Yi, ,..,, Yi, are independent with common 
mean pi and common variance p#Ii + 1). By using method of moments, 
reasonable estimates of pi and pi are, therefore, pi = yi and pi = Si/yi - 1, 
where Fi = m-l XJ!, Yii and St =m-' rzl (Y, - Fi)‘. (If Fi > Sf , set 
Bi = 0.) Note that this empirical Bayes technique was not used in Section 2 
in estimating (A, ,..., A,) since we were uncertain that il, ,..., 1, came from a 
common prior. 
5. EXAMPLE 
Let us assume that a New York City fireman in 1920 is interested in 
estimating simultaneously the mean numbers of fires for the 7 days of the 
week in May. That is, he is interested in estimating 1= (Izr,..., A,), where 
A, = mean number of fires on Sunday in May 1920,..., 1, = mean number of 
tires on Saturday in May 1920. For his data, the fireman observes the 
number of tires for each day in April. Let X, I ,..., X,,l denote the numbers of 
fires for the Sundays in April ,..., and X,, ,..., X,,, denote the numbers of fires 
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for the Saturdays in April. It is reasonable to assume that Xil,...,Xini are 
independent observations from a Poisson distribution with mean ,$, 
i = I,..., 7, and that also the sets {X,, j = l,..., n,}, i = l,..., 7 are independent. 
To estimate 1, one need only consider the sufficient statistics Z, = 
CJJL i Xii ,..., Z, = cj’:, X,j. Then th e maximum likelihood estimator of L is 
defined componentwise by &‘(Z) = ZJn,, i = l,..., 7. 
Next, assume that in addition to the data in April, the fireman would like 
to use the numbers of fires for the days in March to estimate 1. Since he 
suspects that numbers of fires are not homogeneous over the 3 months, he 
wants to treat the data in March separately from the data in April. One 
means of accomplishing this is to regard the data in March as prior infor- 
mation and combine the data in April with this prior information to estimate 
A. Specifically, he can obtain the prior parameters ,B and /I from the data in 
March (using the method described in Section 4) and then calculate 6* using 
the data in April. 
In calculating 6*, note first that Z, ,..., Z, are independently Poisson with 
means n,L, ,..., n7A,, respectively. To estimate the vector 1* = (n,L, ,..., n,L,), 
observe that the prior mean and prior variance of n,A, are E[n,l,] = n,~, 
and Var[n,&,] = (n,p,J(n,pJ, and 6* in this situation is defined 
componentwise by 
ST(Z) = njpj + 
c 
1 - niplt 1 g(Z)) (zi - ni,lli)9 i = lo**, 73 
g(Z) = min 1, I 
z= 1 zj/(njPj + ' 1 
)Jj= 1 Zj/(njpj + 1)’ + GE l(tzj - njPj)/(njPj + l))* I ’ 
A reasonable estimator of A = (A, ,..., A,) is then 6** = (n;’ ST,..., n;’ 6:). 
When n, = . . . =n,, it is easy to show that the risk performance of a** 
(relative to the maximum likelihood estimator) under the loss Cf= 1 (Si - li)* 
is equivalent to the risk performance of 6” under the loss Cj’=r (Si - n,J.,)‘. 
In this example, the nts are nearly equal and therefore the discussion in 
Sections 2 and 3 is relevant to the performance of the estimator a**. 
Using the numbers of fires in March and April (as given in The New York 
Times), we have calculated the estimators 60 and J** and displayed their 
values in Table 1. This table also gives the values of the prior parameters 
which were calculated using the March data. Observe that for six of the 
seven components, the value of S** is closer than 6’ to the value of A. 
Finally, we have repeated the above procedure and estimated 
simultaneously the mean numbers of tires for the 7 days of the week for 
every month in 1920. In each case the numbers of fires in the previous 
month were observed and the numbers of fires in the second previous month 
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TABLE I 
Prior Information, Computed Estimators, and Parameter Values 
for Fire Example where May is the Predicted Month 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
20.25 17.80 17.20 23.40 19.75 19.25 14.25 
0.81 0 0 0 1.97 0 0 
so 15.75 16.75 17.50 13.25 19.40 20.80 21.75 
f3** 15.89 16.89 17.46 14.61 19.40 20.59 20.74 
1 17.00 17.60 13.50 19.50 15.00 16.25 15.40 
TABLE II 
Sums of Squared Errors for Maximum Likelihood Estimator and 
Estimator 6** for 12 Fire Estimation Problems 
Prior Observed 
month month 
Predicted 
month Jp -,I)* x(6** -A)’ Ratio 
Nov 
Dee 
Jan 
Feb 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Ott 
Jan 
Feb 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aw 
Sep 
Ott 
Nov 
Jan 226.93 230.85 1.02 
Feb 449.39 415.14 .92 
Mar 64.65 61.89 .96 
Apr 183.24 157.01 .86 
May 137.73 108.04 .78 
Jun 101.32 84.65 .84 
Jul 94.18 71.08 .76 
Aw 83.05 61.92 .75 
Sep 64.43 44.86 .70 
0‘3 29.12 14.00 .48 
Nov 373.14 339.86 .91 
Dee 267.76 251.81 .94 
were used as the prior information. Table II gives in each case the sums of 
the squared errors of the estimators a** and 8’ in estimating 1 and the ratios 
of the two sums. Note that the sum of squared errors of 6* is smaller than 
that of 6’ in eleven of the twelve estimation problems, and the ratio of sums 
of squared errors is as low as 0.48 (when October is the predicted month). 
This example illustrates how F* can incorporate vague prior information 
and perform better than the maximum likelihood estimator 6’. 
APPENDIX 
Outlines of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are given below. The detailed 
proofs are given in Albert (1979). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, we can set 
p, = . . . =,uP = 0 and ignore the truncation in the shrinking constant of 6*. 
Then 6” is defined by 
where 
Q(X) = xi - tji(X) if not all Xi = 0 
=o ifx, = . . . = Xp = 0, i = l,..., p, 
4iCx) = 
txi/Vi+ l))~=lx,lGc,+l> 
Cj”= 1 xj/Ca, + l)’ + z= 1 (xj/@j + 1))’ * 
Clearly 
I = R(dO, A) - R(6*, A) 
= ,f E[2(Xi - Ii> 9iQ - (4dx)>‘l 
i=l 
= c 5 [2(Xi - k,q) #,(x) - (q+(x))‘] fi e-k’zvp 
.X i=l j=l 
=I,+Z,c, 
where I, is the sum over the region V = {x: [xi - k,q > $‘I6 for at least one 
i}, and I,, is the sum over VF. It can be shown that I$i(x)l < K, where K is 
some constant. Hence 
for constants K, and K, . Now say Ix,,, - k, q 1 
chosen integer 1, 
+ K2 1 fi e-k’Y$F 
V J=l 
> ?p16. Then for large enough 
P 
s- i=l j=l 
xj{ 
+ K, c lx, _ k,rll/v-9”16 f, e-k’“(kjtt)“’ 
.5c j=l Xi! 
=0(l) (A-1) 
(since E IX, - k,,,vl’ = O($“) for nonnegative integer c). 
Next consider IVe, and note that V = (x: IXi - kiqJ ,< $‘16 for all i}. 
Through a succession of Taylor’s expansions for 2(xi - kiq) #i(x) - (#,(x))*, 
one can show 
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+$,$l kj(xj-kjV)/Go,+ 1) 5 (Xj-kjV)lCPj+ 111 
j=l 
4 
’ kj/@j+ 1) 
VIE=, (kj/Ca, + l))*]* ,el 
X 5 kj(xj - kjV)/@j + 1) f- kj(Xj - kjr)/(@, + 1)2 
j=l ,el 
_ Cc,“=~ k,lGc, + 1))’ 
cj”=l (k,lcO, + l))2 ’ 
Write I,, = I, - I,, where 
(44.2) 
and { j denotes the expression in brackets in (A-2). Using Chebychev 
arguments as in (A.l), it can be shown that 
I, = o( 1). (A-3) 
Next, using the independence of X ,,..., X, and the facts E(Xj- kjr) = 0, 
E(X,- kj?)’ = kjv, j= l,..., p, it is easy to show that 
I 
1 
= 2KCp=, k,/Ca, + W2 + c”=l &j/(P, + O)*l 
Il$‘=l (k,lVj + l))* 
_ 4 Cp= 1 kj/CPj + 1) Cj’= 1 (k,lv3, + 1)13 _ Cc”= I k,l(p, + 1)12 
[Ic/p=I (kj/cO, + 1))212 ZJ= I (k,lGa, + 1))’ 
= <Z$=l k.icpi + 1)12 
Zj’= 1 (kj/@j + Ill2 - 
4cip=~kj/Goi+1)~=~(kj/(p/+1))3 +2 
ET=, (kj/(P, + W212 - 
(A.41 
Combining (A. l), (A.3), and (A.4) gives the desired result. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let 
4iCx) = 
(xi -Pi) Z= 1 xj 
,YJT= 1xj + cj”= 1 (xj -Pj)’ ’ i = l,...,p. 
Note that R(6’, A) = CT=, Ai = q CT=1 k, = 9. Thus 
z = w O ,  A )  -  R(d*, A> 
R@‘, A )  
= r-l 5 EI2Wi-kiV) $iQ - (4i(x)>‘l 
i=l 
= c i [2(xiq-“’ - kiq”2) y+(x) q-“’ 
.Z i=l 
- (#itx) rl-y2)2l fi 
j= 1 
(A.5) 
First, since we have assumed that lim,, 19~q-i’~ = 6JT = O(1) for all i, there 
exist constants K, and N > 1 such that I@,.[ r-112 ( K, for all i when q > N. 
Define the constant K by K = 3K, and write Z = I, + ZVc, where I, is the 
sum over the region V = {x: (x1 - kiq 1 > Kq9’16 for at least one i} and I,, is 
the sum over Y. 
Consider the case where x E V. In this region, one can show for some 
constant K,, that I#i(x)~-“21 <K, for all i, and therefore for a sufficiently 
large integer I 
I, < x 5 [2(Xiq-1/2 - kiv”*) 4i(x) q-“’ 
v i=l 
- (&tx) 9-‘/2)2] fi e-k'Jy ( 
j=1 
<C 2 [X2 IXiq-“2-k,q1’21 + (K2)2] IX,-kkm~(‘K-‘~-9”6’ 
* i=l 
= o( 1). (A.6) 
Next consider the sum I,, and note that V = {x: Ixi - kiv ) < Kq9’16 for 
all i}. Expanding (,(x)q-“’ in a Taylor’s series for x E V gives 
(isi(x = #T(x) + o(p6), (A-7) 
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where 
(Xi - kiq + Bi)?j-“* 
&+Xx)= 1+-& [(xj-kj~+ej)~-1’2]2’ 
i = l,..., p. 
Combining (A.6) and (A.7), we have 
P 
1=x s [2(x$-“2 - oP2) Yw) - VTW’I 
ye i=l 
xn Xj! 
’ fCb”(kjIf)xj +o(l) 
j=l (A-8 1 
Now we apply the well-known fact (see Makabe and Morimura (1955)) 
that if X- Poisson(L) with density p,(A), y =LpY2(x -A), and S(y) is the 
density of a standard normal random variable, then when J 2 1, 
p,(n>=f(v>[n-“‘+~-‘(y/2 -y3/6)] +R, (A.9) 
where (R / = LX3” + o(K”‘) and L is a constant. Using this in (A.8) gives 
‘=I -$ [2(xiv-u2 - kiV”2> 9Ttx) - ($T(x>)‘] 
ve i=l 
* !fi ((kjr>-VZf[(kjl?)-“2(Xj-kjr>l 
X { 1 + (kjrl)-y2[(Xj--jrl)(kj~)-y2/2 
- (Xj - kj~)3(kj~)-3’2/6] +Rj}) + o(l), 
where lRjl = O(~Z-“~), j = l,...,p. It is easy to see that Z can be written as 
Z=Z,+Z,+o(l), where 
‘1 =C 5 [2(Xir-u2--ir1’2)~~(X) 
Vc i=l 
- (#T(X))'] ,fJ (~j?)~"Zf~(kjrt)~1'2(X~ - kjv)l 
and 
I, =c 5 [2(x/Z 
3P-1 P 
- k*V”2) 4TCx) - (IF(x)>‘] C n tjlv 
ve i=l I=1 j=l 
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in each product nj’=, t,[, tj, is either 
sj = (kj~>-U’f[(kjrt>-Y’( - kjrl)lt 
Tj=f[(~/~)-‘/Z(xj-~jrt>I(~/~)-1[(~j-~jr)(~j~)-”2/’ 
- (Xj - kj~)3(kj~)-3’2/6], 
or Rj, with at least one of the last two types of terms occurring in each 
product. 
One can show that (I, 1 = O( 1). Next define wi = q, "(Xi - kirl+ 0,), 
i = l,..., p, and let 8; = q- V2Bi, i = l,..., p. Then 
I, = q”‘X 5 2(Wi - 8,) 
I [ 
wi 
( 
wi 
2 
V’ i=l 1+cj”=,w;- 1+cj”=*w; )I 
- fJ (2nk,)-y2 exp{ [(Wj - 4) k,ru212/2} , (A. 10) 
j=l I 
where 
v* = {w: ~~=-k,v”~ + 8;,--ki~“~ +8,+~-I’*,... and [Wi- 8;:I <Kv”~}. 
Write I, = I, - Z4, where 
I, = q-d2 c { 1, z4 = tp2 c { }, 
A A-V* 
{ } is the quantity in brackets in (A.lO), and A = (w: wi = 0, f y-“*, 
*2?7-V2,...}, and A - v* = {w: wt = 0, *r-‘/2, f2qPV2,...} n {w: wi = 
-ki9-“2 + 8,,... for all i, and Iw,--el >K~z V16 for at least one j}. One can 
show 
and 
z4 = o( 1) (A.1 1) 
* ,fi (%- v2 exp{ [(w, - 8,) k;“*12/2} 
= I a p 2(wi- ef) wi RP i=l 1+-&wj’ 
wi - 
1 +c;=l w: 
exp{[(Wj-e8/*)k~~~2]2/2} dWj* 
(A.12) 
Combining (A. 11) and (A. 12) gives the desired result. 
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